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Abstract

We consider a job shop scheduling problem under uncertain processing times and fixed precedence and capacity

constraints. Each of the random processing times can take any real value between given lower and upper bounds. The

goal is to find a set of schedules which contains at least one optimal schedule (with mean flow time criterion) for any

admissible realization of the random processing times. In order to compute such a set of schedules efficiently and keep it

as small as possible, we develop several exact and heuristic algorithms and report computational experience based on

randomly generated instances.

� 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The job shop problem under consideration can

be described as follows. Each job Ji 2 J ¼ fJ1;
J2; . . . ; Jng has to be processed on each machine
Mj 2 M ¼ fM1;M2; . . . ;Mmg exactly once. Tech-
nological routes (machine orders) are fixed for all

jobs, but may vary from job to job. A job Ji 2 J
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consists of a chain of m uninterrupted operations
(Oii1 ;Oii2 ; . . . ;Oiim ), where Oiik denotes the opera-

tion of job Ji on machine Mik 2 M and

(i1; i2; . . . ; im) is a permutation of the indices

f1; 2; . . . ;mg. At the scheduling stage, the process-
ing time pij of operation Oij (Ji 2 J , Mj 2 M) is not
fixed: pij may take any real value between a given
lower bound aij P 0 and a given upper bound

bij P aij. The probability distribution of the ran-
dom processing times is unknown. The criterion is

mean flow time minimization. By adopting the

three-field notation [10], we denote this problem

by J jaij6 pij6 bijjU, where U is the objective

function depending on the job completion times
ed.
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Ci, Ji 2 J , with UðC1;C2; . . . ;CnÞ ¼
Pn

i¼1 Ci ¼P
Ci.

Problem J jaij6 pij6 bijjU aims to complement

but not to replace other models of uncertain

scheduling environments, e.g. a stochastic model

[13] and a fuzzy model [14]. A former model is

useful when we have enough prior information to

characterize the probability distributions of ran-

dom processing times and there is a large number
of realizations of similar processes, but it may have

a limited significance for a small number of real-

izations. In [6], uncertainty of the processing times

was modeled by means of fuzzy numbers for mean

flow time minimization and for other criteria. The

known results and current trends in the field of

scheduling under fuzziness have been presented in

[14]. To model scheduling in an uncertain envi-
ronment, a two-person non-zero sum game was

introduced in [5], where the decision maker was

considered as player 1 and �nature� as player 2.
We have to emphasize that the random pro-

cessing times in the problem J jaij6 pij6 bijjU are

due to external forces in contrast to scheduling

problems with controllable processing times [7,17],

when the objective is to determine optimally the
processing times (which are under control of a

decision maker) and the schedule at the same time.

Another related yet different problem is the hoist

scheduling problem, see [4,12] for the definition

along with results and Section 3 in [11] for a

condensed survey. Hoist scheduling problems arise

in chemical, electroplating and medical industries,

where the objective is to minimize the cycle time of
a repetitive process. The assigned hoist has to

travel to the tank, wait if necessary, lift the job up

at the suitable time, and travel to the next tank on

the technological route. Due to the nature of the

chemical process, the processing time at each tank

has to be strictly controlled (by a decision maker)

within given lower and upper bounds.

For problem J jaij6 pij6 bijj
P
Ci, a set of m

sequences (Oi1k;Oi2k; . . . ;Oink) of the operations

processed on machines Mk, k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;m, defines
a schedule, if none of these sequences contradicts

to others and to the technological routes. For fixed

processing times, these m sequences define the

earliest starting and earliest completion times of all

operations, i.e. these sequences define a semiactive
schedule [10]. In what follows, we use a circuit-free
digraph Gs to represent a semiactive schedule for

problem J jaij6 pij6 bijj
P
Ci.

The approach under consideration was origi-

nated in [8,9] for the makespan objective function:

UðC1; C2; . . . ; CnÞ ¼ maxfCi j Ji 2 Jg ¼ Cmax. As
far as scheduling is concerned, the mean flow time

seems to be more important than makespan. While

Cmax aims for minimizing the schedule duration, in
industry this duration is often defined by the pe-

riodicity of the process, say, a working day or a

working week. So, the criterion
P
Ci is more

suitable for a periodical scheduling environment.

Theoretically speaking, the problem with
P
Ci is

more difficult to solve than that with Cmax as evi-
denced by the facts that the two-machine open

shop problem O2kCmax and the flow shop problem
F 2kCmax are polynomially solvable while problems
O2k

P
Ci and F 2k

P
Ci are NP-hard (see e.g.

[1,10]). (Obviously, the NP-hardness of the latter

problem implies the NP-hardness of problem

J jaij6 pij6 bijj
P
Ci under consideration). In aca-

demic research, criterion Cmax has mainly been
considered for multi-stage systems (open, flow and

job shops) while criterion
P
Ci for single-stage

systems, i.e. systems with one machine or with a

set of parallel (usually identical) machines. One

explanation could be that makespan is easier to

attack than mean flow time.

The main technical issues of the research pre-

sented in [8,9] were to simplify the circuit-free di-

graph Gs due to the dominance relation between its

paths. In this paper, we perform a further step in
this direction by focusing on a dominance relation

between circuit-free digraphs. This step is useful for

scheduling problems for both criteria Cmax andP
Ci since it allows to reduce the number of can-

didate schedules for a solution. Moreover, for the

criterion
P
Ci this step may be more important

since the comparison of digraphs Gs with respect toP
Ci is essentially more complicated than that for

Cmax (see [3,15]). Note also that while the simplifi-
cation of a digraph Gs may be done in polynomial

time [8], to find a solution to problem J jaij6pij6bijjP
Ci or J jaij6 pij6 bijjCmax is NP-hard.
As follows from [2], a reduction of semiactive

schedules may be significant for the case of all non-

negative perturbations of the processing times:
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06 pij < 1. In [2], for an open shop problem
Oj06 pij < 1jCmax, the set of so-called irreducible
schedules has been considered: For any set of non-

negative processing times, the set of irreducible

schedules contains at least one optimal schedule.

On the basis of computations for open shop

problems with n6 3 and m6 7, it has been shown

by experiments that only a small part of semiactive

schedules is irreducible for an open shop problem,
and this part becomes relatively smaller when the

size of the problem grows.

The remainder of this paper is organized as

follows. In Section 2, we present a mixed graph

model and notations. In Section 3, we show how to

calculate the stability radius of an optimal sched-

ule with respect to feasible perturbations of the

processing times. Exact and heuristic algorithms
for problem J jaij6 pij6 bijj

P
Ci are developed in

Section 4. Computational results for randomly

generated job shop problems with n6 10 and
m6 10 are discussed in Section 5. The last section

contains some remarks.
2. Mixed graph formulation

To present the input data for problem

J jaij6 pij6 bijj
P
Ci we use the mixed graph

G ¼ ðQ;A;EÞ with the vertex set Q ¼ fOij jJi 2
J ;Mj 2 Mg, the arc set A ¼ fðOiik ;Oiikþ1Þ jJi 2 J ;
k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;m� 1g, and the edge set E ¼ f½Oij;
Olk jMk 2 M ; Ji 2 J ; Jl 2 J ; i 6¼ lg. The set of arcs
A defines precedence constraints, and the set of
edges E defines capacity constraints [1,10]. A

schedule may be represented as a circuit-free di-

graph Gs ¼ ðQ;A [ As; ;Þ generated from the

mixed graph G by replacing (orienting) each edge
½Oik;Olk 2 E by one of the two arcs: either

ðOik;OlkÞ 2 As or ðOlk;OikÞ 2 As. For each machine
Mk 2 M , the digraph Gs uniquely defines a se-

quence (Oi1k;Oi2k; . . . ;Oink) of the operations being
processed on machine Mk. In what follows, we use

the term digraph Gs or schedule Gs equivalently.

Let KðGÞ ¼ fG1;G2; . . . ;Gkg denote the set of
all circuit-free digraphs (schedules) generated from

the mixed graph G by replacing edges E by arcs As,
s ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; k. Rnm and Rnmþ denote the space of nm-
dimensional real vectors and the space of non-
negative real vectors, respectively. T denotes the
polytope in the space Rnmþ of feasible vectors of

processing times: T ¼ fp ¼ ðp11; p12; . . . ; PnmÞ jaij6
pij6 bij, Ji 2 J , Mj 2 Mg. The following definition
has been introduced in [9] for the case of the Cmax
criterion.

Definition 1. A set of schedules K�ðGÞ � KðGÞ is a
solution to problem J jaij6 pij6 bijj

P
Ci if for this

problem with any fixed feasible vector of process-

ing times p 2 T , the set K�ðGÞ contains at least one
optimal schedule. If any proper subset of set K�ðGÞ
is no longer a solution to problem J jaij6 pij6
bijj

P
Ci, then the set K�ðGÞ is called a minimal

solution denoted by KT ðGÞ.

Let Hi
s denote the set of all paths in the digraph

Gs ¼ ðQ;A [ As; ;Þ ending in vertex Oiim and start-

ing in some vertex Ouu1 , where Ji 2 J , Ju 2 J . The
set of vertices which are contained in path l is
denoted by hli. Let lpðlÞ be the length of path l:
lpðlÞ ¼

P
Oij2hli pij. For the fixed vector p 2 T of

processing times, we can calculate the completion

time Cp
i ðsÞ of job Ji 2 J in the schedule Gs as fol-

lows: Cp
i ðsÞ ¼ maxm2Hi

s
lpðmÞ. The objective function

value UpðsÞ for schedule Gs with vector p 2 T of
processing times is equal to

UpðsÞ ¼
Xn
i¼1

Cp
i ðsÞ ¼

Xn
i¼1
max
m2Hi

s

lpðmÞ:

We can introduce the following dominance re-

lations which define partial orderings on the set of
schedules KðGÞ.

Definition 2. Schedule Gs dominates (strongly

dominates) schedule Gk in domain D � Rnmþ if in-

equality UpðsÞ6UpðkÞ (inequality UpðsÞ < UpðkÞ,
respectively) holds for any vector p 2 D of pro-

cessing times. We denote the dominance relation

by Gs �D Gk and the strong dominance relation by
Gs �D Gk.

For a problem J jaij6 pij6 bijj
P
Ci, we do not

know a priori which path from the set Hi
s will have

the maximal length, and in the worst case, we have

to consider the whole set Xu
s of representatives of

the family of sets ðHi
sÞJi2J . Each of these sets Xu

s

includes exactly one path from each set Hi
s , Ji 2 J ,
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and there exist xs ¼
Qn

i¼1 jHi
s j different sets of

representatives for digraph Gs, namely: X
1
s ;X

2
s ; . . . ;

Xxs
s .

We show how to restrict the number of sets of

representatives which have to be considered while

solving problem J jaij6 pij6 bijj
P
Ci. First, note

that only paths from set Hi
s which lead for at least

one feasible vector p 2 T to the value Cp
i ðsÞ are of

interest. Second, if there are two or more paths in
Hi
s which have the maximal length for the same

vector p 2 T , it is sufficient to consider only one of
them. Third, it is sufficient to consider only domi-

nant paths: Path l 2 Hi
s dominates path m 2 Hi

s

with respect to T if lpðlÞP lpðmÞ for all vectors
p 2 T . It is easy to show [9] that inequality

lpðlÞP lpðmÞ holds for all vectors p 2 T if and only
if the following inequality holds:X
Oij2hlinhmi

aij P
X

Ouv2hminhli
buv: ð1Þ

Let Hi
sðT Þ denote the set of all dominant paths

in Hi
s with respect to T , i.e. if path l 2 Hi

sðT Þ
dominates path m 2 Hi

s , then m 62 Hi
sðT Þ. For a gi-

ven schedule, we can reduce the digraph Gs such

that only paths which are not dominated are in Gs,

i.e. we calculate a digraph GT
s containing all non-

dominated paths
Sn

i¼1 H
i
kðT Þ. To achieve this, let

lps ðOijÞ denote the length of a longest path in di-
graph Gs (with fixed vector p 2 T ) ending in vertex
Oij. Due to (1), it is sufficient to calculate only

las ðOijÞ and lbs ðOijÞ with vectors a¼ða11;a12; . . . ;anmÞ
and b ¼ ðb11; b12; . . . ; bnmÞ. These values can be
determined via the critical path method. Thus,

now only arcs ðOij;OuvÞ with lbs ðOijÞ þ buv P las ðOuvÞ
have to be inserted into GT

s . These arcs can be

found, e.g. in a backward calculation.
The above transformation of digraph Gk into

digraph GT
k takes Oðn2m2Þ elementary steps. In

what follows, we assume that the superscripts of

the sets X1k ;X
2
k ; . . . ;X

xT
k

k ; . . . ;Xxk
k are such that for a

path l, the inclusion l 2
Sn

i¼1 H
i
kðT Þ holds if and

only if l 2
SxT

k
i¼1 X

i
k.
3. Stability of an optimal schedule

Let Opts denote the set of all vectors p 2 Rnmþ for
which Gs is an optimal schedule. Using Definition
1, we directly get that set K � KðGÞ is a solution to
problem J jaij6 pij6 bijj

P
Ci if T �

S
Gs2KOpts.

Solution K is minimal if for each schedule Gk 2 K,
we have T 6�

S
Gs2KnfGkgOpts. Set Opts \ T is called

the stability region of schedule Gs.

We can characterize a single-element solution to

problem J jaij6 pij6 bijj
P
Ci on the basis of the

dominance relation: The equality KT ðGÞ ¼ fGsg
holds if and only if the dominance relation Gs �T Gk

holds for any schedule Gk 2 KðGÞ. A minimal so-
lution which includes more than one schedule may

be characterized on the basis of the strong domi-

nance relation.

Theorem 1. Solution K�ðGÞ to problem J jaij6 pij6
bijj

P
Ci with jK�ðGÞjP 2 is minimal if and only if

for each schedule Gs 2 K�ðGÞ, there exists a vector
pðsÞ 2 T such that Gs �pðsÞ Gk for each schedule

Gk 2 K�ðGÞ n fGsg.

Proof. Sufficiency. If the condition of the theorem

holds, then for any schedule Gs 2 K�ðGÞ, the set
K�ðGÞ n fGsg is no longer a solution to problem
J jaij6 pij6 bijj

P
Ci. Indeed, for vector pðsÞ 2 T , in-

equality UpðsÞ ðsÞ < UpðsÞ ðkÞ holds for each schedule
Gk 2 K�ðGÞ n fGsg. It follows that Gs is the unique

optimal schedule to problem Jk
P
Ci with vector

pðsÞ of processing times. Therefore, solution K�ðGÞ
is minimal.

Necessity. We assume that K�ðGÞ is a minimal
solution but the condition of the theorem does not

hold, i.e. there exists a schedule Gs 2 K�ðGÞ such
that for each vector p 2 T , there exists a schedule
Gk 2 K�ðGÞ n fGsg for which the strong dominance
relation Gs �p Gk does not hold. Thus, we have

UpðsÞP UpðkÞ. It follows that the set K�ðGÞ n fGsg
is also a solution to problem J jaij6 pij6 bijj

P
Ci

and this contradicts to the assumption that solu-

tion K�ðGÞ is minimal. h

Section 4 deals with algorithms for finding a
solution and a minimal solution. These algorithms

are based on the fact that a schedule Gs 2 KðGÞ
being optimal for the fixed vector p 2 Rnmþ of pro-

cessing times, generally remains optimal within

some neighborhood of vector p in the space Rnmþ .
We consider a closed ball BrðpÞ � Rnm with

the center p 2 T and the radius r > 0 as a
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neighborhood of vector p provided that the dis-
tance dðp; p0Þ between vectors p ¼ ðp11; p12; . . . ;
pnmÞ 2 Rnm and p0 ¼ ðp011; p012; . . . ; p0nmÞ 2 Rnm is de-
fined as follows: dðp; p0Þ ¼ maxfjpij � p0ijj j i ¼ 1;
2; . . . ; n; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;mg. The closed ball BrðpÞ is
called a stability ball of schedule Gs if for each

schedule Gk 2 KðGÞ relation Gs �T � Gk holds with

T � ¼ BrðpÞ \ T . The radius r of a stability ball may
be interpreted as the error of the given processing
times p 2 Rnmþ such that for all new processing

times p0 2 T with pij � r6 p0ij6 pij þ r schedule Gs

remains optimal. The maximal value of such a

radius of stability ball BrðpÞ is of particular im-
portance for finding a minimal solution KT ðGÞ.
Definition 3. The stability radius (denoted by

.K
s ðp 2 T Þ) of a schedule Gs with respect to

K � KðGÞ is the maximum value of r such that Gs

dominates all schedules Gk 2 K in the domain

T � ¼ BrðpÞ \ T .

In the general case, Definition 3 implies the

following equality:

.K
s ðp 2 T Þ

¼ inf dðp; p0Þ jp0 2 T ;Up0 ðsÞ
�

> min
Gk2K

Up0 ðkÞ
�
:

In the case .K
s ðp 2 T Þ < 1, there exist a vector

p0 2 T and a schedule Gk 2 K such that

Up0 ðsÞ > Up0 ðkÞ: ð2Þ

So, in order to calculate the finite stability radius

.K
s ðp 2 T Þ, we will look for a schedule Gk 2 K such
that Gs� TGk and for a vector p0 2 T which is the
closest to p among all vectors for which inequality
(2) holds. More precisely, to find .K

s ðp 2 T Þ it is
sufficient to construct a vector p00 ¼ ðp0011; p0012; . . . ;
p00nmÞ 2 T which satisfies the following three condi-
tions:

(i) There exists a digraph Gk 2 K, k 6¼ s, such that

Up00 ðsÞ ¼ Up00 ðkÞ: ð3Þ
(ii) For any small real � > 0, there exists a vector

p0 2 T such that dðp0; p00Þ ¼ � and inequality
(2) holds.
(iii) The distance dðp; p00Þ is minimal among all
distances between vector p and the other vec-
tors from set T which satisfy both conditions
(i) and (ii).

After having constructed the above vector

p00 2 T , we can calculate the stability radius as
follows: .K

s ðp 2 T Þ ¼ dðp; p00Þ. Due to conditions (i)
and (ii), the main objects for such a construction

are the sets of dominant paths Hi
kðT Þ, Gk 2 K,

Ji 2 J . Namely, we have to compare the sets Xv
s ,

v ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;xT
s , with the sets Xu

k , u ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;xT
k .

To satisfy conditions (i)–(iii), we will look for a

vector p00 on the basis of a direct comparison of the
paths from the set Xv

s with paths from the set Xu
k ,

where Gk 2 K.
For the vector p00, the value

P
m2Xu

k
lp

00 ðmÞ for
each set Xu

k , u ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;xT
k , has to be not greater

than the value
P

l2Xv
s
lp

00 ðlÞ for at least one set Xv
s ,

v ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;xT
s . If the opposite inequality holds

for the given vector p, then we have to achieve the
equalityX
l2Xv

s

lp
00 ðlÞ ¼

X
m2Xu

k

lp
00 ðmÞ ð4Þ

by changing the given processing times pij of the
operations Oij in a minimal way, i.e. such that the

maximal change of a processing time is as small as

possible (see condition (iii)).

Let nijðXu
kÞ denote the number of times how

often operation Oij occurs in the set X
u
k . In order to

achieve (4), the processing times of operations

which occur more often in Xv
s should be increased

while those of operations which occur more often
in Xu

k should be decreased (the rest of the pro-

cessing times should remain as it is in vector p).
Taking into account the restriction aij6 pij6 bij
and the goal to have the maximum change of the

processing time as small as possible, a procedure

to calculate the changes of components of vector p
will be based on increasing/decreasing all relevant

processing times simultaneously and always when
a new processing time p00ij achieves its bound aij or
bij, it is dropped. The process stops when equality
(4) is achieved. Next, we describe this procedure in

detail.

If
P

l2Xv
s
lpðlÞ <

P
m2Xu

k
lpðmÞ, then we calculate

the value
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r ¼
P

m2Xu
k
lP ðmÞ �

P
l2Xv

s
lP ðlÞP

Oij2Q jnijðX
u
kÞ � nijðXv

sÞj
: ð5Þ

It is clear that equality (4) will definitely hold
for the vector p00 obtained from vector p by adding
the value r calculated in (5) to all components pij
for which inequality nijðXu

kÞ < nijðXv
sÞ holds and by

subtracting the value r from all components pij for
which inequality nijðXu

kÞ > nijðXv
sÞ holds. Note

however, that for such a vector p00, the inclusion
p00 2 T need not hold. Indeed, after increasing the
component pij, we can obtain p00ij > bij, if r >
bij � pij. On the other hand, after decreasing the
component pij, we can obtain p00ij < aij, if r >
pij � aij. Therefore, we have to change all such
components pij to zero: p00ij ¼ 0. As a result, the
above value r has to be replaced by r� > r. Let
rXu

k ;X
v
s
¼ r� denote the minimal distance between

the given vector p 2 T and the vector p00 ¼ pðr�Þ ¼
ðp11ðr�Þ; p12ðr�Þ; . . . ; pnmðr�ÞÞ 2 T for which equality
(4) holds. The components of vector p00 ¼ pðr�Þ are
defined as follows:

pijðr�Þ

¼
pij þminfr�;bij � pijg; if nijðXu

kÞ < nijðXv
sÞ;

pij �minfr�; pij � aijg; if nijðXu
kÞ > nijðXv

sÞ;
pij; if nijðXu

kÞ ¼ nijðXv
sÞ:

8><
>:

ð6Þ

To ensure equality (3) for schedule Gk and

vector p00 ¼ pðr�Þ 2 T , we have to repeat the cal-
culations (5) and (6) for each set Xu

k ,

u 2 f1; 2; . . . ;xT
k g, and to take the maximum, and

for each set Xv
s , v 2 f1; 2; . . . ;xT

s g, and to take the
minimum:

rGk ¼ min
v2f1;2;...;xT

s g
max

u2f1;2;...;xT
k g
rXu

k ;X
v
s
: ð7Þ

It should be noted that, if there exists a vector

p00 2 T satisfying equality (3), nevertheless it may
be that there does not exist a vector p0 2 T satis-
fying inequality (2). (However, only inequality (2)

implies Gs� p0Gk). Inequality (2) may be rewritten
in the equivalent form

max
v2f1;2;...;xT

s g

X
l2Xv

s

lp
0 ðlÞ > max

u2f1;2;...;xT
k g

X
m2Xu

k

lp
0 ðmÞ: ð8Þ
Due to criterion (1), there exists a vector p0 2 T
such thatX
l2Xv

s

lp
0 ðlÞ >

X
m2Xu

k

lp
0 ðmÞ ð9Þ

if and only if inequality (9) holds for vector

p0 ¼ p� ¼ ðp�11; p�12; . . . ; p�nmÞ 2 T , where

p�ij ¼
bij; if nijðXu

kÞ < nijðXv
sÞ;

aij; if nijðXu
kÞ > nijðXv

sÞ;
pij; if nijðXu

kÞ ¼ nijðXv
sÞ:

8<
:

Thus, we have to restrict the consideration of

the sets Xv
s in inequality (8) to the subset Xsk of the

set fXv
s jv ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;xT

s g defined as follows: Xsk is

the set of all sets of representatives Xv
s , v 2

f1; 2; . . . ;xT
s g for which there exists a set of rep-

resentatives Xu
k such that inequality (9) holds for

p0 ¼ p�. We can rewrite equality (7) as follows:

rGk ¼ min
Xv
s2Xsk

max
u2f1;2;...;xT

k g
rXu

k ;X
v
s
: ð10Þ

To obtain the desired vector p0 2 T , we have to
calculate rGk according to (10) for each schedule
Gk 2 K, if Gs �T Gk, and to take the minimum over
all such schedules Gk. We summarize the above

arguments in the following claim.

Theorem 2. If for each schedule Gk 2 K relation

Gs� pGk holds with the fixed vector p 2 T , then

.K
s ðp 2 T Þ ¼min min

Xv
s2Xsk

max
u2f1;2;...;xT

k g
rXu

k ;X
v
s
jGs� TGk

( )
:

The above proof of Theorem 2 implies the fol-

lowing characterization of a single-element solu-
tion: If Xsk ¼ ; for each schedule Gk 2 K, then
.K
s ðp 2 T Þ ¼ 1 and KT ðGÞ ¼ fGsg.
The following obvious claim often allows to

restrict the number of schedules Gk 2 K considered
for calculating .K

s ðp 2 T Þ.

Lemma 1. Schedule Gs 2 K dominates schedule

Gk 2 K polytope T if (only if) inequality (11) holds
(inequalities (12) hold, respectively):

UbðsÞ6UaðkÞ; ð11Þ

ðUaðsÞ6UaðkÞ;UbðsÞ6UbðkÞÞ: ð12Þ
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It takes Oðn2m2Þ elementary steps to test in-
equalities (11) and (12), however, there is a �gap�
between the necessary and sufficient conditions in

Lemma 1, if UaðsÞ 6¼ UbðsÞ. So, in the general case
we are forced to use the time-consuming Theorem

1 and Theorem 2 for calculating KT ðGÞ.
The above results remain valid for a more

general scheduling problem than J jaij6 pij6
bijj

P
Ci. Namely, in the technological route of a

job Ji 2 J , both machine repetition and machine
absence are allowed. Note that all algorithms de-

scribed in Section 4 (except Algorithm EXPL) may

be used for such a generalization of the classical

job shop (in a classical job shop each technological

route includes each machine exactly once).
4. Algorithms

Using the above background, we develop three

algorithms (called EXPL, B&B1 and B&B2) for

constructing a solution K, one algorithm (called

MINSOL) for finding a minimal solution KT ðGÞ
and one algorithm (called SOL) for calculating

.K
s ðp 2 T Þ and a solution K�ðGÞ � KðGÞ with small
cardinality. In this section, we present an informal

description of these algorithms (except B&B1 and

B&B2). Their algorithmic descriptions can be

found in [16] available from the internet.

Algorithm SOL is based on Lemma 1 and on

the above constructive proof of Theorem 2. Its

input data includes a set of schedules K � KðGÞ
and a fixed vector p 2 T . Algorithm SOL generates
a covering of polytope T by nested stability balls
BrðpÞ with the common center p 2 T and different
radii r which are stability radii .K

s ðp 2 T Þ of the
same schedule Gs but for different nested sets K.
Let the set K � KðGÞ be a given solution to

problem J jaij6 pij6 bijj
P
Ci. We fix the vector

p 2 T of processing times and index the schedules
in the set K ¼ fG1;G2; . . . ;GjKjg in non-decreasing
order of the sums of the job completion times:

Upð1Þ6Upð2Þ6 � � � 6UpðjKjÞ.
Algorithm SOL takes the schedule Gs ¼ G1,

which is optimal for vector p 2 T , and tests dom-
inance relation Gs �T Gk first for k ¼ 2, then for
k ¼ 3 and so on. If inequality (11) holds or

Xsk ¼ ;, then we delete schedule Gk from the set K.
Otherwise, we calculate the value rGk using equality
(10) and finally we calculate the stability radius

.K
s ðp 2 T Þ (just as in the proof of Theorem 2). The
remaining schedules in the set K define the desired
solution K�ðGÞ ¼ Gs [ fGk jGs� TGkg ¼ fGi1;Gi2;
. . . ;GijK�ðGÞjg, where i1 < i2 < � � � < ijK�ðGÞj. The fol-

lowing Lemma 2 proven in [15] (see also [16]) is

used within Algorithm SOL to restrict the number

of schedules from set K n fG1g with which the
comparison of the schedule G1 has to be done for
calculating its stability radius.
Lemma 2. If .K
1 ðp 2 T Þ < 1 and there exists a

schedule Gk 2 K such that inequality

rGk 6
UpðhÞ � Upð1Þ
nðnm� 1Þ

holds for some schedule Gh, k < h6 jKj, then it is

not necessary to consider schedule Gh 2 K during

the calculation of .K
1 ðp 2 T Þ.

Note that solution K�ðGÞ generated by Algo-
rithm SOL may be not minimal: This algorithm

retains the schedules that are not dominated by

schedule G1 and excludes schedule Gk only if
Gs �T Gk. To exclude other redundant schedules

from the set K�ðGÞ, we test further relation �T

between the schedules from the set K�ðGÞ which
may be done using the following Algorithm

MINSOL, based on Theorems 1 and 2.

First, we exclude all schedules Gik , 2 < k6
jK�ðGÞj, from the set K�ðGÞ, for which relation
Gi2 �T Gik holds. To this end, we repeat Algorithm
SOL with the set K�ðGÞ n fGi1g being used instead
of the set K. Then we exclude all schedules from
the solution which are dominated by schedule Gi3

and so on. After no more than jK�ðGÞj � 2 repe-
titions of Algorithm SOL, we have removed most

redundant schedules from the set K�ðGÞ and ob-
tain a set K��ðGÞ ¼ fGj1 ;Gj2 ; . . . ; GjjK��ðGÞj g. To ex-
clude the remaining redundant schedules from the
set K��ðGÞ and to get a minimal solution KT ðGÞ, we
have to test the condition of Theorem 1 as the

following step (called test of Theorem 1) within the

repeated application of Algorithm SOL.

Note that K��ðGÞ is the set of schedules such
that for each pair of schedules Gjs 2 K��ðGÞ and
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Gjk 2 K��ðGÞ, we have Gjs� TGjk and Gjk� TGjs .
Thus, for each pair of schedules Gjs and Gjk , Al-

gorithm SOL gives vector pðr�Þ according to (6),
which belongs to the boundary of the stability

region of schedule Gjs . Let � be a small positive
number. We test whether schedule Gjk is

the unique optimal schedule among all remaining

schedules in the set K��ðGÞ for the vector

pðrskÞ ¼ ðp11ðrskÞ; p12ðrskÞ; . . . ; pnmðrskÞÞ, where
pijðrskÞ ¼ pijðr�Þ þ �, if pij < pijðr�Þ < bij, and

pijðrskÞ ¼ pijðr�Þ � �, if aij < pijðr�Þ < pij. This test
is realized by a direct calculation and comparison

of the values UpðrskÞðlÞ for each schedule Gl 2
K��ðGÞ. If schedule Gk is the unique optimal

schedule in the set K��ðGÞ for at least one vector
pðrskÞ, k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; jK��ðGÞj, k 6¼ s, then schedule
Gk remains in the set K

��ðGÞ, otherwise we delete it
from this set.

Since the above test of Theorem 1 is time-con-

suming, we realize also a heuristic variant of Al-

gorithm MINSOL (called Algorithm MINSOL�)

which does not include this test. If for the solution

KT ðGÞ generated by Algorithm MINSOL� the in-

equality jKT ðGÞj6 2 holds, then the set KT ðGÞ
satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1 and therefore
this solution is minimal. If jKT ðGÞj > 2, then the
solution generated by Algorithm MINSOL� may

be not minimal. Fortunately, Algorithm MIN-

SOL� often constructs a minimal solution even if

jKT ðGÞj > 2. We have only an experimental justi-
fication for this fact: As it is shown in [15], an

optimal schedule for criterion
P
Ci is uniquely

determined in the interior of its stability region for
most job shop problems that have been tested.

Next, we describe three algorithms for con-

structing a solution K used as input data in Al-

gorithm SOL. The first one (Algorithm EXPL) is

based on an explicit enumeration of all semiactive

schedules for the case of a classical job shop. Al-

gorithm EXPL is straightforward. It generates all

schedules KðGÞ by an explicit enumeration of the
permutations of jobs J on each machine Mk 2 M
and testing whether the generated digraph Gs has

no circuits. For excluding some redundant sched-

ules Gk with Gs �T Gk, Algorithm EXPL uses in-

equality (11) from Lemma 1.

Two other algorithms (B&B1 and B&B2) are

of the branch-and-bound type and may be used
for both classical and non-classical job shops.
Branch-and-bound algorithms realize an implicit

enumeration scheme represented by the follow-

ing branching tree. Each vertex of this tree is a

mixed graph GðsÞ ¼ ðQ;AðsÞ;EðsÞÞÞ with A � AðsÞ and

EðsÞ � E. The root of the tree is a mixed graph
G ¼ Gð1Þ, and a pair GðsÞ and GðkÞ is connected by

the arc ðGðsÞ;GðkÞÞ if the mixed graph GðkÞ is ob-

tained directly from the mixed graph GðsÞ by orien-
tating one edge in GðsÞ. In both branch-and-bound

algorithms, an edge of the mixed graph GðsÞ is ori-

entated only if it is a conflict edge defined as follows.

For the mixed graph GðsÞ ¼ ðQ;AðsÞ;EðsÞÞ with
½Oij;Ouv 2 EðsÞ, let us define the following three

digraphs: Gs0 ¼ ðQ;AðsÞ; ;Þ, Gs0 ¼ ðQ;AðsÞ [ fðOij;
OuvÞg; ;Þ and Gs00 ¼ ðQ;AðsÞ [ fðOuv;OijÞg; ;Þ. An
edge ½Oij;Ouv 2 EðsÞ of the mixed graph GðsÞ is
called a conflict edge if there exists a vector p 2 T
such that the following inequalities hold:

lps0ðOuvÞ < lps0 ðOuvÞ; ð13Þ

lps0ðOijÞ < lp
s00
ðOijÞ: ð14Þ

If inequalities (13) and (14) hold, then each

orientation of the edge ½Oij;Ouv implies an increase
of the value lps0 ðOuvÞ or the value lps00 ðOijÞ. To verify
whether an edge is a conflict one, we can use the

following obvious claim.

Lemma 3. An edge ½Oij;Ouv 2 EðsÞ is not a conflict

edge if inequality (15) or (16) holds:

las0ðOuvÞP lbs0ðOijÞ þ bij; ð15Þ

las0ðOijÞP lbs0ðOuvÞ þ buv: ð16Þ

For each edge ½Oij;Ouv 2 EðsÞ, one can calculate

a conflictness measure as follows:

minflps0ðOijÞþpij��lps0ðOuvÞ;lps0ðOuvÞþpuv��lps0ðOijÞg;
ð17Þ

where �lps0ðOijÞ denotes the latest starting time of

operation Oij, i.e. the difference between the length

of a critical path in digraph Gs and the maximal
length of a path in Gs starting from Oij. In order to

branch the set KðGðsÞÞ into two subsets KðGðs0ÞÞ and
KðGðs00 ÞÞ, where Gðs0Þ ¼ ðQ;AðsÞ [ fðOij;OuvÞg;EðsÞn
f½Oij;OuvgÞ and Gðs00 Þ ¼ ðQ;AðsÞ [ fOuv;Oijg;EðsÞn
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f½Oij;OuvgÞ, we select the edge ½Oij;Ouv which has
the largest value of the conflictness measure. We

use the following lower bound in both branch-and-

bound algorithms:

If Gt ¼ ðQ;AðsÞ [ At; ;Þ 2 KðGðsÞÞ, thenXn
i¼1

lpt ðOiniÞP
Xn
i¼1

lps0ðOiniÞ: ð18Þ

If the digraph GðsÞ has no conflict edge, there

exists a schedule Gt 2 KðGðsÞÞ such that condition
(18) is realized as equality. To construct such a

schedule, we have to replace each remaining edge

½Oij;Ouv 2 EðsÞ by the arc ðOij;OuvÞ if inequality (15)
holds, or by the arc (Ouv;Oij) if inequality (16) holds.

Obviously, for each pij and puv with aij6 pij6 bij and
auv6 puv6 buv, all operations in the resulting di-
graph have the same earliest starting times as in the

digraphGs0 .We use the latter as the stopping rule of

branching set KðGðsÞÞ. Next, we present an algo-
rithm for constructing a set of k best schedules for a

fixed vector p 2 T of processing times.
Algorithm B&B1

Input: A polytope T , a mixed graph G, a vector
p 2 T and an integer k.

Output: The k best schedules K ¼ fG1;G2; . . . ;
Gkg � KðGÞ for the vector p.

Step 1: Set X ¼ fGð1Þg :¼ fGg, Y ¼ ; and L ¼ 1.
Step 2: IF X ¼ ;, THEN GOTO Step 8; ELSE se-

lect a mixed graph GðsÞ 2 X with the small-
est value Upðs0Þ and set X :¼ X n fGðsÞg.

Step 3: Select a conflict edge ½Oij;Ouv 2 EðsÞ with

the largest conflictness measure (17).

Step 4: IF the mixed graph GðsÞ has no conflict

edge, THEN GOTO Step 6.

Step 5: IF Upðs0Þ < L, THEN set X :¼ X [ fGðs0Þg;
ELSE IF Upðs00Þ < L, THEN set X :¼
X [ fGðs00 Þg. GOTO Step 2.

Step 6: IF jY j < k, THEN set Y :¼ Y [ fGðsÞg.
GOTO Step 2; ELSE IF Upðs0Þ < L,
THEN set Y :¼ Y [ fGðsÞg n fGðtÞg.

Step 7: Calculate L ¼ maxfUb
ðtÞ jGðtÞ 2 Y g. GOTO

Step 2.

Step 8: For each mixed graph GðtÞ 2 Y , construct
the set KðGðtÞÞ.

Step 9: Select a subset K of k best schedules from
the set

S
GðtÞ2Y KðGðtÞÞ.
Step 10: Calculate L� ¼ minfUbðsÞ jGs 2 Kg and
set K :¼ K n fGt jUaðtÞP L�g. Stop.

In Algorithm B&B1, the lower bound is calcu-

lated in Step 7, branching is realized in Step 5, and

the stopping rule of branching is realized in Step 4.

Step 6 has a special form in order to construct the

k best schedules for p 2 T . Steps 8 and 9 are nec-
essary only if k > 1.
Algorithm B&B2 aims to construct a set of

schedules which dominate all other schedules from

the set KðGÞ in the polytope T . Steps 1–5 and Steps
8–10 in Algorithm B&B2 are similar to those in

Algorithm B&B1. Therefore, we describe only

Steps 60 and 70 of Algorithm B&B2, which are

different from Steps 6 and 7 of Algorithm B&B1.

Algorithm B&B2 (specific part)

Step 6
0
: IF L > Uaðs0Þ, THEN set Y :¼ Y [ fGðsÞg.

Step 7
0
: Calculate L¼minfUbðtÞjGðtÞ 2Y g. GOTO
Step 2.

In Step 60, scheduleGðsÞ is included into set Y only
if inequality (11) is violated for at least one schedule

from set Y . Next, we present computational results
for randomly generated job shop problems.
5. Computational results

All algorithms presented in Section 4 were co-

ded in FORTRAN and tested on a PC 486 (120

MHz) for an exact solution of the problem

J jaij6 pij6 bijj
P
Ci (Table 1) and on a PC 486 (50

MHz) for a heuristic solution (Table 2). Both

Tables 1 and 2 present computational results for
classical job shops only. So, each randomly gen-

erated instance J jaij6 pij6 bijjCi has jQj ¼ mn
operations and the corresponding mixed graph G

has ðm� 1Þn arcs and n
2

 �
m edges. For each

combination of n and m, three types of instance
series (called A, B and C) were considered for the

case of an exact solution (Table 1). Each series

consists of 10 instances with randomly generated

technological routes. In each instance, it is as-

sumed that the components pij of the input vector
p have been calculated as follows: pij ¼ bij�aij

2
.



Table 1

Solutions of randomly generated problems J jaij 6 pij 6 bijj
P
Ci

n� m type k k0k�kT Scheme I Scheme II Scheme III Scheme IV Scheme V

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

3 · 3 5.2 0.6 0.7 0.6 4.8 0.4 4.8 0.2

C 1.9 1.0 1.1 1.0 1.9 0.8 1.9 0.6

91 1.9 1.1 1.3 1.1 1.9 0.9 1.9 0.7

3 · 3 9.3 0.7 0.8 0.5 6.1 0.2 6.6 0.2

B 2.9 1.2 1.3 1.0 2.7 0.6 2.7 0.6

91 2.6 1.4 1.5 1.2 2.4 0.9 2.4 0.9

3 · 3 16.5 0.7 0.8 0.9 10.6 0.3 11.3 0.3

A 3.3 1.5 1.7 1.8 2.9 1.0 3.0 1.0

77 3.3 1.7 1.9 2.0 2.9 1.4 3.0 1.4

3 · 4 3.4 1.9 1.6 1.1 3.0 0.8 3.0 0.3

C 1.7 2.2 1.9 1.8 1.5 1.0 1.5 0.6

262 1.7 2.3 2.0 1.5 1.5 1.1 1.5 0.6

3 · 4 15.1 2.4 2.6 2.5 9.5 0.9 10.0 0.7

B 3.0 5.9 5.9 5.9 2.5 3.2 2.5 3.0

301 2.7 6.0 6.0 6.1 2.4 3.5 2.4 3.3

3 · 4 32.5 2.7 3.2 3.4 15.2 0.8 16.8 0.9

A 5.1 12.0 12.1 12.3 3.8 5.6 3.9 6.4

277 4.1 14.1 14.1 14.3 3.1 7.5 3.2 8.3

3 · 5 4.7 8.3 6.3 5.8 4.1 1.4 4.2 1.0

C 1.5 8.6 6.6 6.2 1.5 1.8 1.5 1.4

605 1.4 8.7 6.8 6.3 1.5 1.9 1.5 1.4

3 · 5 12.9 10.5 11.6 10.6 9.5 2.2 10.2 1.1

B 3.4 12.8 13.7 12.8 3.3 3.8 3.3 2.9

894 3.1 13.0 14.0 13.0 3.0 4.3 3.0 3.3

3 · 5 77.6 12.9 20.8 21.3 30.5 2.4 33.0 2.8

A 11.9 63.4 68.9 70.1 8.7 19.4 9.0 27.1

897 10.8 96.5 100.6 102.2 7.7 40.5 8.0 52.8

3 · 6 9.3 48.8 51.4 34.2 7.1 2.5 7.3 1.5

C 3.5 49.2 52.0 34.8 2.8 2.9 2.8 2.0

1556 2.7 49.5 52.8 35.6 2.1 3.2 2.1 2.3

3 · 6 21.0 49.1 66.5 58.9 13.9 3.6 14.1 2.3

B 4.6 71.9 88.2 80.6 4.5 19.5 4.5 18.3

1761 4.2 77.2 93.2 85.7 4.1 24.7 4.1 23.6

3 · 6 65.3 48.3 119.2 139.5 19.2 2.4 23.4 2.7

A 7.6 198.3 262.0 282.7 4.8 51.8 6.0 54.1

1559 7.0 476.0 526.2 548.3 4.5 111.5 5.6 289.4

3 · 7 5.4 307.6 343.0 310.0 4.1 5.4 4.4 1.6

C 1.5 308.3 343.7 310.7 1.5 5.9 1.5 2.2

4611 1.5 308.4 343.9 310.8 1.5 6.0 1.5 2.3

3 · 7 38.6 313.8 751.0 769.7 21.2 7.3 23.0 7.2

B 6.6 363.8 797.2 817.0 4.9 39.9 5.1 43.3

4805 5.7 371.1 804.1 824.0 4.3 45.3 4.5 49.3

3 · 7 156.0 279.7 1319.0 1274.7 21.5 2.4 27.0 3.7

A 19.2 923.4 1934.1 1897.3 9.2 91.4 10.2 108.6
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Table 1 (continued)

n� m type k k0k�kT Scheme I Scheme II Scheme III Scheme IV Scheme V

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

2743 17.9 1032.7 2038.5 2003.1 8.2 123.0 9.2 144.8

3· 8 20.4 2338.2 2106.5 1935.0 15.7 19.7 15.8 7.1

C 4.7 2348.2 2115.2 1938.5 4.0 28.1 4.0 15.5

21923 4.6 2354.6 2121.7 1943.6 3.9 33.2 3.9 20.6

3· 8 28.7 2060.8 4192.0 4018.8 26.0 9.9 27.0 7.1

B 7.4 2172.5 4282.2 4107.4 7.2 57.5 7.2 55.4

8810 7.3 2196.4 4302.5 4120.9 6.3 80.3 6.3 78.2

3· 8 141.5 2054.5 4119.2 3742.9 56.3 9.0 59.2 12.7

A 17.3 3999.9 5938.1 5556.0 19.1 1477.5 21.0 1463.0

8059 16.3 4501.5 6039.7 5811.8 17.6 1952.4 19.6 1963.1

4· 3 13.3 19.2 14.2 9.5 11.4 6.1 11.7 2.3

C 3.2 20.3 15.4 10.7 3.2 7.3 3.2 3.5

2907 2.8 21.0 17.4 12.7 2.8 8.1 2.8 4.3

4· 3 38.9 17.5 27.8 28.8 29.9 5.4 30.7 3.4

B 6.3 41.4 50.8 51.9 5.5 24.5 5.5 22.6

2217 5.5 45.4 54.8 55.8 4.8 28.3 4.8 26.4

4· 3 290.9 28.6 70.7 69.0 110.1 5.9 115.2 8.1

A 31.0 414.0 440.4 442.0 22.5 288.4 22.8 293.9

2990 27.7 688.6 699.1 703.9 19.6 501.9 19.9 509.8

4· 4 34.2 303.1 867.3 852.4 23.9 15.8 24.1 5.9

C 7.5 328.5 891.5 876.5 6.5 33.4 6.5 23.6

17161 6.3 330.5 893.0 878.0 5.5 35.1 5.5 25.3

4· 4 88.3 308.2 1501.2 1354.7 52.2 14.4 52.9 9.0

B 16.1 1293.8 2444.9 2297.2 13.5 782.8 13.5 780.5

17768 14.5 1574.0 2771.7 2580.5 12.0 999.6 12.0 997.6

4· 4 477.7 319.4 2682.9 2505.1 131.7 15.4 132.0 23.8

A 30.8 3070.1 5355.7 5180.0 24.8 2680.7 24.8 2639.4

16143 30.1 3466.2 5771.4 5594.7 24.0 2905.8 24.0 2879.2
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In fact, we first defined the components of the
vector p as real numbers uniformly distributed in
the segment ½10; 100, and then calculated lower
bounds aij and upper bounds bij on the basis of the
errors of the processing times for the given series

of instances (Table 3). In each instance of series A,

B and C, all operations are partitioned into four

equal parts with different errors of the processing

times. For an instance of series C, these errors are
±1%, ±3%, ±5% and ±7%, for an instance of series

B, the errors are ±2%, ±6%, ±8% and ±10%, and

for an instance of series A, the errors are ±5%,

±10%, ±15% and ±20%. E.g. the operations of the

fourth part of an instance of series A have the

most uncertain processing times with an error
±20%: If the processing time of operation Oij is
supposed to be equal to pij, then aij ¼ ð1� 0:2Þpij
and bij ¼ ð1þ 0:2Þpij (see the first row in Table 4).
Table 1 presents the results for the following

three computational schemes:

• Scheme I: Algorithm EXPLfiAlgorithm

SOLfiAlgorithm MINSOL.

• Scheme II: Algorithm B&B1fiAlgorithm
SOLfi Algorithm MINSOL.

• Scheme III: Algorithm B&B2fiAlgorithm

SOLfi Algorithm MINSOL.

Each of these schemes first constructs a solution

K, then a solution K�ðGÞ by Algorithm SOL, and



Table 2

Heuristic solutions of randomly generated problems J jaij 6 pij 6 bijj
P
Ci

n� m; type k B&B1� B&B2�

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

4 · 4; B 150 18 52.3 102 34.3 18 52.9 103 21.5

4 · 4; C 150 4 22.4 53 35.8 4 22.6 53 13.0

4 · 4; D 150 1 11.1 39 47.1 1 12.2 50 12.2

4 · 5; C 150 5 35.8 140 102.9 5 37.0 145 41.3

4 · 5; D 150 2 8.6 18 72.8 2 8.6 18 18.8

4 · 6; C 150 15 33.8 78 148.5 15 35.6 78 63.1

4 · 6; D 150 1 7.2 12 100.5 1 7.3 12 22.3

4 · 7; C 150 6 52.0 134 170.6 5 54.6 136 98.9

4 · 7; D 150 3 12.8 29 177.3 3 12.9 29 56.4

4 · 8; C 150 15 54.4 120 416.4 14 58.7 122 292.0

4 · 8; D 150 7 27.5 57 287.8 7 27.8 55 134.2

4 · 9; C 150 6 78.0 150 495.1 8 80.3 150 335.6

4 · 9; D 150 3 22.9 56 458.4 4 22.9 54 156.1

4 · 10; C 150 25 86.6 150 682.9 24 87.8 150 852.5

4 · 10; D 150 3 28.5 70 707.9 3 29.1 66 362.5

5 · 3; C 150 19 62.0 146 85.9 19 62.8 147 65.2

5 · 3; D 150 2 38.6 150 95.1 2 38.5 150 51.9

5 · 4; C 150 11 63.1 150 191.8 11 64.3 150 154.0

5 · 4; D 150 2 23.2 50 182.6 2 23.4 52 106.7

5 · 5; C 150 63 114.5 150 500.5 62 116.2 150 854.6

5 · 5; D 150 11 36.9 133 499.0 11 37.4 139 291.1

5 · 5; E 100 1 1.7 4 366.0 1 1.7 4 86.6

5 · 6; C 150 15 81.4 150 862.3 16 82.7 150 1220.3

5 · 6; D 150 7 49.0 89 761.5 7 48.6 88 493.6

5 · 7; D 150 9 47.9 150 1390.3 9 48.9 150 1642.0

5 · 7; E 50 1 2.6 7 539.3 1 2.6 7 214.7

5 · 8; D 100 18 78.5 100 1803.5 18 80.5 100 2446.7

5 · 8; E 50 1 3.2 6 1054.5 1 3.2 6 328.1

5 · 9; E 50 1 2.5 6 1531.3 1 2.5 6 653.4

5 · 10; E 50 1 2.5 5 2071.7 1 2.5 5 617.9

6 · 3; D 150 19 101.3 150 538.4 19 100.3 150 621.4

6 · 3; E 50 1 4.2 18 456.8 1 4.2 18 309.8

6 · 4; D 150 20 99.9 150 1197.8 18 81.3 150 1858.1

6 · 4; E 100 1 2.3 6 936.7 1 2.3 6 403.6

6 · 5; D 100 6 90.1 100 1671.0 6 88.1 100 3022.7

6 · 5; E 50 1 2.8 8 1382.4 1 2.8 8 724.1

6 · 6; C 50 50 50 50 2389.6 50 50 50 7350.4

6 · 6; D 50 15 46.5 50 1997.6 15 46.5 50 5252.0

6 · 6; E 50 1 4.1 12 1997.6 1 3.5 12 1226.2

7 · 3; D 150 42 122.5 150 1311.9 76 131.8 150 2302.3

7 · 4; E 100 1 7.1 20 2204.5 1 7.0 24 3608.4

7 · 5; E 50 1 8.4 39 3074.2 2 15.7 50 6139.9

8 · 3; E 50 1 4.5 9 1781.5 1 5.1 11 3103.3

9 · 2; E 100 1 14.1 100 1297.3 1 14.9 100 1958.7

10 · 2; E 50 2 14.1 50 1651.6 2 9.3 50 2781.4
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finally a minimal solution KT ðGÞ by Algorithm
MINSOL. In Table 1, k denotes the average

number of semiactive schedules (third row in col-

umn 1), k0 the average cardinality of set K, k� the
average cardinality of set K�ðGÞ, and kT the aver-
age cardinality of set KT ðGÞ (first, second and third
rows in column 2, respectively). The average CPU-

time in seconds for constructing set K, set K�ðGÞ



Table 3

Types of problems considered in the experiments

Series of

instances

Errors of the processing times Series of in-

stances

Exact solutions:

sets B, K�ðGÞ
and KT ðGÞ

A ±5% ±10% ±15% ±20%

B ±2% ±6% ±8% ±10% B Heuristic

solution: set

B
C ±1% ±3% ±5% ±7% C

±1% ±2% ±3% ±4% D

±0.1% ±0.2% ±0.3% ±0.4% E

Table 4

The minimal lower and maximal upper bounds for the feasible processing times

Error Lower bound aij Upper bound bij The actual processing time p�ij

±20% ð1� 0:2Þpij ð1þ 0:2Þpij 0:8pij 6 p�ij 6 1:2pij
±15% ð1� 0:15Þpij ð1þ 0:15Þpij 0:85pij 6 p�ij 6 1:15pij
±10% ð1� 0:1Þpij ð1þ 0:1Þpij 0:9pij 6 p�ij 6 1:1pij
±8% ð1� 0:08Þpij ð1þ 0:08Þpij 0:92pij 6 p�ij 6 1:08pij
±7% ð1� 0:07Þpij ð1þ 0:07Þpij 0:93pij 6 p�ij 6 1:07pij
±6% ð1� 0:06Þpij ð1þ 0:06Þpij 0:94pij 6 p�ij 6 1:06pij
±5% ð1� 0:05Þpij ð1þ 0:05Þpij 0:95pij 6 p�ij 6 1:05pij
±4% ð1� 0:04Þpij ð1þ 0:04Þpij 0:96pij 6 p�ij 6 1:04pij
±3% ð1� 0:03Þpij ð1þ 0:03Þpij 0:97pij 6 p�ij 6 1:03pij
±2% ð1� 0:02Þpij ð1þ 0:02Þpij 0:98pij 6 p�ij 6 1:02pij
±1% ð1� 0:01Þpij ð1þ 0:01Þpij 0:99pij 6 p�ij 6 1:01pij
±0.4% ð1� 0:004Þpij ð1þ 0:004Þpij 0:996pij 6 p�ij 6 1:004pij
±0.3% ð1� 0:003Þpij ð1þ 0:003Þpij 0:997pij 6 p�ij 6 1:003pij
±0.2% ð1� 0:002Þpij ð1þ 0:002Þpij 0:998pij 6 p�ij 6 1:002pij
±0.1% ð1� 0:001Þpij ð1þ 0:001Þpij 0:999pij 6 p�ij 6 1:001pij
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and set AT ðGÞ (first, second and third rows) are
presented in columns 3, 4 and 5 for Schemes I, II

and III, respectively.

As follows from Table 1, Scheme III based on

Algorithm B&B2 is the best for problems of type

C, while Scheme I based on Algorithm EXPL is

the best for problems of types A and B. It should

be noted that Steps 8 and 9 for the branch-and-

bound algorithm are not so fast as the analogous
steps of Algorithm EXPL. Moreover, due to a

large uncertainty in the input vector p for the
problems of types A and B, Algorithms B&B1 and

B&B2 construct a lot of intermediate digraphs

GðiÞ 62 KðGÞ in the branching tree.
To solve problems with a larger size, we con-

sidered restricted variants of the branch-and-

bound algorithms: Algorithm B&B1� (Algorithm
B&B2�) denotes Algorithm B&B1 (Algorithm

B&B2, respectively) without Steps 8 and 9. In

general, such modifications do not guarantee that
we obtain a solution K. Fortunately, for almost all
instances presented in Table 3, the restricted vari-

ants of the branch-and-bound algorithms still give

a solution, i.e. for each p 2 T the set K constructed
contains an optimal schedule. The main reason for

this result is that Steps 8 and 9 often generate only

schedules which are dominated by other ones.

Columns 6–9 of Table 1 present computational

results on a PC 486 (120 MHz) for the following
two computational schemes:

• Scheme IV: Algorithm B&B1� fiAlgorithm

SOLfi Algorithm MINSOL�.

• Scheme V: Algorithm B&B2� fiAlgorithm

SOLfiAlgorithm MINSOL�.

More precisely, column 6 presents the average
approximate values k0 (first row), k� (second row)

and kT (third row) calculated by Algorithm

B&B1�, and column 7 presents the average run-
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ning times for constructing approximations of the
sets K, K�ðGÞ and KT ðGÞ by Algorithm B&B1�.

Similarly, column 8 presents the average approxi-

mate values k0, k� and kT calculated by Algorithm
B&B2�, and column 9 presents the average run-

ning times for constructing approximations of the

sets K, K�ðGÞ and KT ðGÞ by Algorithm B&B2�.

Algorithm B&B2� in Scheme V is faster than Al-

gorithm B&B1� in Scheme IV: There exist only 3
series of problems (all of type A), for which Al-

gorithm B&B1� is faster, on average, than Algo-

rithm B&B2�. Note also that Algorithm B&B2�

gives the better solution more often than Algo-

rithm B&B1�.

For larger problem sizes, we used Algorithms

B&B1� and B&B2� for constructing the sets K
heuristically. The cardinality of a solution in-
creases not only with increasing the size of the

problem (which in turn increases the running

time), but also with increasing the uncertainty of

the numerical input data. To reduce the cardinality

of a solution, we consider along with instances of

types A, B, and C also problems of the following

two types with smaller errors of the processing

times, namely: Problems of type D with the errors
of the processing times equal to 1%, 2%, 3% and

4%, and problems of type E with the errors of the

processing times equal to 0.1%, 0.2%, 0.3% and

0.4% (see the last two rows in Table 3 and the last

four rows in Table 4).

Heuristic solutions are represented in Table 2,

where the values of k used are given in column 2.

Columns 3–6 (and columns 7–10) present compu-
tational results for Algorithm B&B1� (and Algo-

rithm B&B2�, respectively). Column 3 (column 7)

gives the minimal value of the cardinality k0 of the

set K constructed, column 4 (column 8) the aver-
age value of k0, and column 5 (column 9) the

maximal value of k0. The average CPU-times are

given in column 6 for Algorithm B&B1� and in

column 10 for Algorithm B&B2�. As follows from
Table 2, when the cardinality of a solution is small,

Algorithm B&B2� is preferable to Algorithm

B&B1� (in both running time and the quality of

the solution constructed). But if the number of

potentially optimal schedules is large (due to a

large problem size or due to an uncertainty of the

numerical input data), then Algorithm B&B1� has
a smaller running time, however the quality of the
solution constructed by Algorithm B&B2� remains

still better. Note also that the value of k has a large

influence on the quality and the running time of

Algorithm B&B1�, in contrast to Algorithm

B&B2� which is independent of k (in principle, we

used k in Algorithm B&B2� only in order to have

the same conditions for the comparison with Al-

gorithm B&B1�).
6. Conclusions

In Section 4 we have developed branch-and-

bound algorithms for the general case of a job

shop problem. Instead of Algorithm B&B1, one

can use any known branch-and-bound method
developed for the problem Jk

P
Ci after a simple

modification with the aim to construct the k best

schedules. However, the question which still re-

mains open, is how to choose k to have a guar-

antee that the k best schedules contain an exact

solution to problem J jaij6 pij6 bijj
P
Ci. To an-

swer this question, we have available Lemma 2 and

experimental results given in [15] for calculating
the stability radius of an optimal schedule for

randomly generated job shop problems. In par-

ticular, in all experiments presented in Table 1, we

used k ¼ 150 which was sufficient to obtain an
exact solution for all instances considered. For

the computational results presented in Table 2,

we used k ¼ 150, k ¼ 100 and k ¼ 50 depending
on the problem size and on the uncertainty of
the processing times. As follows from Table 2,

for some instances these values of k were not

sufficient in the sense that the cardinality of the

set of schedules which may be optimal for some

input vectors p 2 T was larger than the value of k
used.

Algorithm B&B2 constructs a set of all �poten-
tially optimal schedules� for problem J jaij6 pij6
bijj

P
Ci and guarantees an exact solution after a

complete realization. Moreover, its running time

was less than that of Algorithm B&B1. The �heu-
ristic� Algorithm B&B2� was better than Algo-

rithm B&B1� both in the running time as well as in

the number of instances for which a better solution

was obtained.
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Algorithm EXPL takes often smaller running
times for problems of types B and C. However,

this algorithm is suitable only for a classical job

shop problem. Moreover, Algorithm EXPL may

be realized efficiently only in the exact version in

contrast to Algorithms B&B1 and B&B2 which

have more efficient heuristic versions as well. Note

also that some advantage of Algorithm EXPL is

based on the fast generation of schedules GT
s ,

Gs 2 KðGÞ, which have only dominant paths. In
contrast to Algorithm EXPL, both branch-and-

bound algorithms (and their heuristic versions)

first test the dominance relation �T and then use a

more time-consuming procedure for excluding re-

dundant paths from the digraph Gs 2 KðGÞ. One
direction of future work may be to simplify Steps 8

and 9 of Algorithms B&B1 and B&B2 on the basis
of special properties of the scheduling problems

under consideration.

It should be noted that the software developed

allows to solve within one hour problems

J jaij6 pij6 bijj
P
Ci exactly with n� m6 25 on a

PC 486 (120 MHz) and with n� m6 50 heuristi-

cally on a PC 486 (50 MHz). These limits are

similar to the limits being reached in [8] for
problem J jaij6 pij6 bijjCmax and to the limits be-
ing reached in [2] for problem Oj06 pij < 1jCmax,
where open shops with n6 3 and m6 7 have been

tested. Extending these experimental limits may be

a subject of future work.

The approach developed may be used for a

preliminary analysis of a scheduling environment

with uncertain numerical data and fixed structural
data (when the pressure of a time limit for the

decision making is not very strong). As an example

of a possible application field, an assembly line

may be considered. In an assembly line production

system, the structural data are fixed during a long

time, while operation processing times may be

changed (either in the case of human works or due

to machine breakdowns). So, it seems to be useful
to calculate (at the scheduling stage) a set of fea-

sible solutions K�ðGÞ of the assembly line balanc-
ing problem. After calculating a set K�ðGÞ or (what
is better but more time-consuming) a set KT ðGÞ, a
decision maker may rather quickly choose the best

solution if additional information on the numeri-

cal data will be available at the control stage. To
this end, it is desirable to construct beforehand a
small number kT ¼ jKT ðGÞj of solutions which
may be considered as possible candidates for a

realization. Note that for the instances presented

in Table 1, the average value of kT (see column 2)
was equal to 8, and for the instances presented in

Table 2, the average value of k0 ¼ jKj (see columns
4 and 8) was equal to 38.
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